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EXERCUTIVE SUMMARY 

Harvest Tech Company is a company that has do some innovation to the current 

product. The goal of this company is to generate or supply an electrical energy by harversting 

the energy from another source that can generate electricity. The concept of our company use 

is renewable energy and green technology. Air Conditioner Renewable Supply (ACRS) is the 

first new innovation of our company that has been inspired from the windmill system. This 

product was an extension od the current product which is air conditioner . ACRS is a product 

that will attach at the outdoor unit of the air conditioner. This product will harverst the wind 

energy that has been produce by the outdoor unit of the airconditioner. The electrical energy 

produced by using the windmill system. This electrical energy will be stored in the battery 

storage. This energy can be use back by the user or consumer to light up their house or office 

if and incident occur such as blackout. 

The target market of our product is for the user of the air conditioner around Shah Alam. 

This is because the product need an outdoor unit of air conditioner to harvest the wind energy 

in order to produce the electrical energy. This product is very usefull because it can be as a 

backup supply when an incident such as blackout occur. This product can help to light up the 

house when blackout occur. Throughout the concept testing we had done, we found that the 

existing product does not use the wind energy that have been generated from the outdoor unit 

of the air conditioner. Beside that, through this concept testing, we also has identify our target 

market by frequent used of the air conditioner. Moreover, by this additional product that 

attached to the outdoor unit of the airconditioner, it will help to solve the problem faced y the 

customer when blackout occur. The market price of the product also affordable for everyone 

that use the air conditioner and give some advantage to them. 

The ACRS is a new product that has been innovated by our company. However, there 

are none of our competitor that combining these two important thing together which give an 

advantage and add some feature to the product. With this combination of air conditioner system 

and windmill system its give an advantages to our company to through out the marker. Our 

company can widely get a huge market because we are combining two product in on price. Our 

product is a quality product and consist of many features that can solve the user or consumer 

problem. Our company believe, from this functions and quality product provided from the 
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CHAPTER ONE 

PRODUCTION DESCRIPTION 

1.1 Description of Product 

Air conditioner renewable supply (ACRS) is new innovation in harvesting energy. This 

product is the extension of the current product which is air conditioner. This product is able to 

generate and supply electricity to the consumer. This product will use the wind that has been 

produced from the outdoor unit of the air conditioner to generate electricity. This was 

performed by using the concept of windmill. The electrical energy produced will be stored in 

the battery storage. Therefore, the consumer can use the electrical energy when needed such as 

during the incident of the blackout. 

1.2 Application of the Product 

ACRS designed to generate an electrical energy from the outdoor unit of the air 

conditioner that can be use by the consumer. The energy produced can be use by the consumer 

when there is an incident occur such as blackout. This can reduce the chances of the fire cases 

that has been caused by the candle when blackout occurs. This product can be use to light up 

the lamp, emergency lamp, aquarium or other equipment that required a small power during 

blackout. Other than that, this product also can reduce the monthly electrical bill. This can be 

done when the air conditioner was working in the daylight and produce the electrical energy 

that will be stored in the battery storage. The energy stored in the battery can be used at the 

night to light up some light at the office or houses. By this technique it can reduce the usage of 

the electricity supplied and in the same time it reduces the electrical bill. 

1.3 Product Features 

• Backup electrical supply 

• Reduce the monthly electrical bills 

The difference of our product with the current product which is air conditioner is the 
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